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Discover How Subliminal Message Software Can Re-Program Your Mind To Get Maximum Results!

Especially if you are a fan of "The Secret"** You have probably heard a lot of buzz lately over "The

Secret" and the amazing changes people are making in their lives. The concepts are not new, but

nonetheless, they are incredibly power when applied. "The Secret" is the Law of Attraction, and it

basically boils down to this: You attract into your life that which you think about most. So to have a life of

wealth and happiness, we must focus our minds on thoughts and feelings of wealth and happiness. The

more we think about it, and the more feeling we put behind those thoughts, the greater the chance of

attracting those positive experiences into our lives. I created the messages in this subliminal message

product while watching "The Secret" DVD. I included powerful messages that I believe will help you

increase your focus on positive thoughts. And by doing so, you will "magically" attract the tools, people

and opportunities to you in order to bring your goals and dreams to life. And you can accomplish these

life-changing results with virtual no effort on your part! All you do is make a few clicks on your computer

and then go about your normal computer activities. Working, programming, reading email, surfing the

Web or any other thing you do at your computer - as long as you are watching your monitor, you will be

flooded with powerful messages! It's that easy. Dear Friend, If you have ever researched ways to improve

yourself personally or professionally, you have come across thousands of people who have had success

with affirmations. This is basically repeating positive phrases and goals over and over again. Eventually

the phrases get to your subconscious mind (the real powerhouse) and then become reality. But here is a

problem with affirmations. Most of the time, our conscious mind is so critical with our affirmations that it

never even gets to our subconscious. Here is an example: You weigh 180lbs and want to get down to

160lbs. So you try using the power of affirmations. You repeat over and over again, "I am healthy and

happy weighing 160lbs." Now here is where the problem arises. Many times, your conscious mind just

doesn't believe that the affirmation can actually happen. So when you are repeating the words, "I am

healthy and happy weighing 160lbs," your critical conscious mind is saying, "Yeah, right. There is no way

I are going to weigh 160lbs anytime soon." And so the affirmation has lost about 95 of its effectiveness.
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Now maybe with continued repetitions, the affirmation may get to the deeper subconscious mind without

being filter too much. But wouldn't it be much easier and faster if you could send messages directly to

your subconscious mind (bypassing the critical conscious mind altogether)? Of course it would! And that's

why the Subliminal Message Software was created. Instead of repeating phrases all day long, this neat

tool helps broadcast messages directly to your subconscious by flashing the powerful messages on your

computer screen. You see, although our conscious mind can only focus on one or two things at a time,

our subconscious can take in everything at once. So although your conscious mind can really decipher

the message being displayed, our subscious can. This is important because this is how we bypass the

critical mind to access the subconscious directly. Think about it: the average American today spends

hours in front of the computer (even more so if you are using your computer to help generate income).

Why not make better use of that time by having the Subliminal Message Software running discreetly in

the background - flashing powerful affirmations to your subconscious and thus improving yourself in the

process? This subliminal message software can: - Help you think more positive thoughts consistently -

Put you in the proper mindset to receive wealth - Keep your subconcious mind focused on your dreams

This software is incredibly easy to use. You pretty much set it once to your preferences, and then let it run

in the background. Here are some of the features of Subliminal Message Software: - contains 20

pre-loaded messages that were researched and hand-picked to cause the desired change in the shortest

amount of time - allows you to load up to 10 of your own messages into the software - allows you to

customize the text to your liking (size, color, font, etc) - runs quietly in the background while you focus on

other things - can customize how often and how long messages are displayed - can customize message

"transparency" - displays messages in random order So how much is this powerful tool going to cost you?

$47? Think about this for a moment: how much time do you spend in front of your computer? If you are

like me and many Americans, you spend at least two hours a day on the computer. How much would you

invest if you could be constantly improving yourself every second that you were at the computer? Even

while just surfing the Net or checking your email - you could be bombarding your subconscious with

powerful messages! Even for a one-time payment of $27 this would still be a great investment. But I am

not selling it at that price. For the next 48 hours, you can pick up this Law of Attraction Subliminal

Message Software at the unbelievable price of Just $1.50.
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